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Short Communication
Emotions have sometimes been defined and referred to
as either positive or negative, with the use and generation
of positive emotions seen as an essential component of our
wellbeing and happiness [1-5].
However, this might not be a very helpful approach to take.
Rather than emotions being labeled as “positive” or “negative”
a more helpful and mindful approach would be to simply
acknowledge and accept they are as they are-a response and
expression of how we are feeling [6-8].

This approach requires us to pay more attention to our
emotions. We can do this through the wide-angle lens of
expansive, the zoom-lens of constrictive, or the bare attention of
mindful refection [9-11]. By doing this we have the choice to let
go of, or reflect (which could include savoring and gratitude) the
emotion, but still acknowledge and accept they “are as they are”,
but with greater reflection and understanding of the context in
which they occur.
The non-compartmentalizing of experience (and by
extension emotions), is key to our ability to accept, assimilate and
accommodate, and find meaning in all of our human experiences,
without artificially attempting to experience (e.g., positive) or
avoid (e.g., negative) certain aspects of life such as emotions.

This has long been postulated as a key component of
psychological growth and wellbeing in clinical practice [12-24].

Instead of focusing upon the emotion and labeling it as
positive or negative, what might be more helpful – once it has
been acknowledged - might be to consider the Intensity at which
the emotion is experienced. The rationale for this is provided by
the Yerkes–Dodson law [25] shown in Figure 1 below.
The Yerkes Dodson law is represented by an inverted U
shape and states that our performance on any task including our
ability to manage our wellbeing and happiness and regulate our
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emotions - is related to the intensity of what we are experiencing
(e.g., physiological, emotional or psychological arousal).
Evidence shows that when levels of intensity are too low or too
high, our performance is impaired [26].

Figure 1: The Yerkes–Dodson law.

We can use the example of FEAR to illustrate how this applies
to our emotions. Ask yourself “Is fear a ‘positive’ or ‘negative’
emotion?” The answer is of course neither, it can be both. We can
show that in the following example.

If we never felt any fear and did dangerous and silly things
as a result, it would be quite unhelpful. Alternatively, if we felt so
much fear that we never left the house by ourselves because we
were too frightened, again it would be quite unhelpful. However,
what if we felt just enough fear to stop us walking down a dark
alleyway at night, this would be helpful.
It is possible to do this with all emotions and so we can see,
it is not the emotion that is “positive” or “negative” but how
intensely the emotion is felt and if the intensity is appropriate
and proportionate to what is happening (i.e., the context of
the emotion) and if this is helpful. What is of course essential
is getting the balance right to the situation. This can only be
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achieved by taking into account the context in which the emotion
is felt and how it is expressed [27].
Additionally, by using the terms helpful and unhelpful,
instead of positive or negative, we are reframing our experiences
in a less pejorative, more functional, constructive and selfcompassionate way [28].

Within our nervous system we have two systems linked to
our Limbic system (the sympathetic and the parasympathetic),
that work in harmony to maintain homeostasis and create
balance to ensure our survival and optimal functioning [29].

The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) controls our response
to danger and threat (fight-flight-freeze-appease) and when
activated, we may notice that our breathing becomes quicker, our
heart beats faster and we get knots in our stomach as our bodies
prepare for action. Fortunately, we have the parasympathetic
nervous system (PSNS) to balance the SNS and soothe and relax
us [30-31].

It is suggested therefore that intensity is a better “operational
definition” than positive or negative (if one indeed needs to be
applied), as it can be linked to our limbic system’s activation
(i.e., low intensity = low activation / high intensity = greater
activation) and the role of the SNS and PSNS in ensuring balance
and an optimal level of intensity/arousal [32]. This theoretical
underpinning cannot be so easily achieved with the definition of
positive and negative.
By linking to levels of nervous system arousal, this also gives
us a framework in which we can either increase or decrease the
unhelpful levels of arousal through therapeutic interventions
(e.g., mindfulness, breathing techniques, physical exercise,
relaxation techniques, distress tolerance). This is illustrated in
Figure 2 below.

Conclusion
In this speculative brief paper, it is suggested that what is
important to think about when we consider emotions, is not
if they are positive or negative, but instead their Intensity and
Function. From this an individual can reflect if their expression
of that emotion is helpful or unhelpful (i.e., appropriate and
proportionate to what is happening around them [or what has
occurred], if acting [or not acting upon them] is safe to others
or themselves and in line with their goals). The use of positive
and negative does not offer this richness and ability for reflection
and growth. Many therapeutic approaches (e.g., CAT, Schema,
Gestalt, DBT, ACT and CBT to name but a few) offer a number
of strategies by which this can be achieved without the artificial
dichotomizing into positive and negative and emphasize the
importance of considering the whole person and integration
of all experiences into that whole [41]. Indeed, this capability
is part of an individual’s ability to self-regulate their emotions
and requires an understanding of the context in which they
occur, something that is lost by a simple definition of positive or
negative which directs the attention towards the emotion, and
away from the context in which it is occurring.
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